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INTRODUCTION

In accordance with ICES Council Resolution 1985/2.:2., the working group met in HuH
!rom 12.-14 May, eonvened by Mr D N MacLennan and eonsidered, in partieular:

recent applieations of energy saving eoneepts in the design of lishing vessels,
deck machinery and propulsion systems, and

2. engineering and hehavioural aspeets of the ~leetivity of lish sampling gears.

Tbis report has not yet been approved by the International Council for the Exploration
of the Sea. It has therefore at present the status of an internal doeument and does not
represent an adviee given on behalf of the Couneil. Tbe proviso that it shall not be
cited without the consent of the Council should be strieUy observed.

* General Secretary, ICES, Palaegade 2.-4, DK-12.61, Copenhagen K, Denmark
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Observers: L Fiorentini (Italy), E J de Boer (FAO),' P Bivaraj, K. Nair,
V Ramachandran, Y. Sreekrishna (India)

AGENDA

PROGRESS REPORTS

Z
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Z.Z• Z.3

Z.4

Z.5

Z.6

Z.7
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Z.8

Z.9

Z.IO

PRESENTATION OF PAPERS AND VERBAL CONTRIBUTIONS ON THE
SPECIAL TOPICS

Applicatlons of Energy Saving Concepts in Dutch Fishing Cutter Design and
Operation - F A Veenstra

The use of Residual Fuels in the Dutch Fisheries - A Molijn

Economy in Design and Operation of Fishing Vessels - H R English (verbal)

Methods to Reduee the Fuel Consumption of Fishing Vessels - S M CaUsal and
RH Menwaine

Direet Observation Experiments with the Z8.9/37.1 m JCB Trawl - J Main
(verball

The Effeet of Different Bridle/Sweep Lengths on Length Composition of )
BoUom Trawl Catehes - A Engas _

Full-seale Instrumented Gear Trials on the ICES Young Fish Sampling Trawl
(Chalut GOV 36/47) - R D Galbraith

A Note on Selectivity Experiments with Square Mesh Codends in Bottom Trawls
- B Isaksen

Factors Affeeting Codend Selectivity - R S T Ferro (verbal)

Fishing Efficiency Comparison Between Different Pelagic Trawls - L Fiorentini,
E Pasehini and G Cosimi

Z.ll Fishing Experiments with Square Mesh Codends in Norwegian Shrimp Trawls
L Karlsen

Z.ll Further Experiments with Sortlng Panels in Shrimp Trawls - R B Larsen

Z.13 Effeetiveness of the RMT8 System for Sampling Krill Swarms - 1 Everson and
D G Bone

Z.H Eseapement of Fish Under the Norwegian Bottom Sampling Trawl- A Engas and
o R Godo

3 PRESENTATION OF PAPERS AND VERBAL CONTRIBUTIONS ON GENERAL
TOPICS

3.1 Computer Aided Trawl Design for a Range of Types of Demersal Trawls from
Zo-600 hp - C Radcliffe
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3.Z A Laboratory Study on the Effect of Bottom Sediments on Mesh Size 
R Fonteyne

3.3 Measurements of the Headline Heights of Gill Nets in Tidal Flows 
PA M Stewart

3.4 Danish Net Design Techniques - D A Wileman and S R Yngvesson

3.5 Fisheries Technology in Newfoundland - C Campbell (verball

3.6 Fish Behaviour Studies Related to Fish Capture - J Main and GISangster

3.7 Nephrops - Gadoid Separator Trawl Design; - Where Next? - J P Hillis

4 RECOMMENDATIONS

PROGRESS REPORTS

The Convenor requested in his letter to delegates of 15 January that each country
should provide written progress reports on recent work on fishing technology and fish
behaviour. All the participating countries provided areport. Tbere was also areport
from Ieeland whose delegate was unable to attend. Following the precedent of 1984,
all reports were not given verbally but time was allowed on 13 May for questions and
discussion. Mr de Boer also descrlbed the current work and organisation of F AO
Fisheries Technology Service.

BELGIUM

Trawl Gear

Within the framework of an energy saving project research was started on the
possibilities of decreasing the drag of trawls. The Influence of parameters such as
yarn diameter, mesh size and cutting rates on the hydrodynamic resistance of trawl
nets will be studied. Tbis research alms at a better adaptation oC gear slze to the
available engine power.

A new type oC net was successfully Introduced In the cod pair trawl fishery. The new
net has a higher vertical net openlng and is equlpped wlth Rockhopper gear.

The study oC the geometrie configuration oC trawls and of the forces acting In the
rigglng was continued.

Beam Trawling

An overload proteetion system has been developed for the beam trawl fishery. In this
system the loads in the warps are continuously measured and in case of overloading the
brakes oC the winch are automatically opened and the engine speed is slowed down.
With the alm of anticipating an Inadmissable list in the towing vessel, the overload
check does not only react on the absolute maximum traction in one warp, but also on
the difference between the load in both warps.
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Scallop Fish..ry

Trials with scallop dredges were started on board two commercial low powered (300
hp) beam trawlers. Tbe results of this new Belgian fishery are promising.

Eleetrieal Fishing

A new type of net was tested Cor the electrical shrimp beam fishery. In this net the
square and gussets were enlarged in order to obtain a better definition of the
eleetrical field at the entranee of the net.

M..sh Shrinkag"

Tbe laboratory tests on mesh shrinkage due to sediments was continued. The study
now inc1udes all the main netting materials and netting con.tructions used in Belgium.
In addition to sand the inCluence of mud on mesh size was tested. The amount of
shrinkage is mainly a funetion of the fibre type (multi- or monofilament), the yarn
construction (twisted or braided) and the twist hardness. As to the sediments the
amount of fine sand (lZ5 - Z50 p.) is determinant for the deerease in mesh size.

Seleet;"ity

Comparati"e fi.hing trials with a beam trawl equipped with 85 mm diamond and square
mesh codends were continued. Due to low catch rates no conclusions on the dirrerence
in selecti"ity could be drawn.

CANADA

Reduction oC energy consumption Car Cishing vessels has received major emphasis
throughout Canada during the past four years with all Fisheries De"elopment offices
engaged in fuel-conservation projects.

Se"eral "esseis in the Maritimes halTe been retrofitted with nozzles and new propellers
and nozzles are now becoming a more common installation on new construction
trawlers and draggers. In one demonstration projeet, fuel consumption after
installation of nozzles actually increased but the change was still a cost-effecth'e
solution.

In a demonstration project, three offshore scallop draggers of 34 met res in length had
new nozzles and propellers instalIed and the landings and fuel usage were monitored
against three unmodified boats. Tbe "esseis with the nozzles increased their fuel
consumption in the order of 6% but landings also increased by about 4%. Because oC
the high value oC the produet, the nozzles were paid COr in less than one yeu.

The Fisheries De"elopment Branch in lIalifax supported the development of a plastic
segmented nozzle for application on a wide range of small vessels. The concept
in"ol"es fa.tening a number of standard shaped plastic seetions into a cirele of the
required diameter by a tensioning steel band. Tbe high strength plastic segments
interlock by protruding lugs and ean be made into any diameter between 34 inches and
5Z inches. One prototype was buHt and successfully trialed onboard a "essei. Tbe
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results compared favourably wlth custom built steel nozzles but because of increased
tip c1eara:1ce and a cOlnpromise design of nozzle length, there was an expected loss In
efficiency. However, It is estimated that production models could be built at about
one third the cost of custom designed steel nozzles.

Tbere has been considerable interest in the feasibility of utilizing sail assist for Cishing
vessels, but most of thls interest appears genera ted by designers. Desplte hlgher fuel
costs, vessel ownerS have been reluctant to glve the concept a try. One project was
supported in Nova Scotia where a 41.0 metre longliner was outfitted with a simple
inexpensive square sail of commerclal design. While the concept was vlable, the crew
did not consider the additional work worth the savlngs. To be accepted by the
Canadian Cishing Industry, it appears that sail assist would have to see a greater
emphasis towards automation of sail controls.

Fuel Beaters, Synthetic Lubricants

Because fuel heaters were being sold by some entrepreneurs as a fuel-savlng device for
diesel englnes, controlled experiments were performed at the Technical University of
Nova Scotla. The results showed conc1usively that while fuel heaters would lower fuel
consumption, available horsepower would also decrease. Tbe same savlngs could be
achieved by throttling back.

As an adjunct to the fuel heater experiment, the improvement in diesel eng;ne
efficiency resulting from the use of synthetic lubricants was also examined. Synthetic
lubricants did account for a mlnor decrease In fuel consumption of 1%, but in view of
engine manufacturers' warnings regarding engine warranties, could not be
recommended for use.

Fuel Meters

Considerable attention has been directed at assessing the Impact that fuel meters
would have on the attitude of fishermen in operating their boats. In Nova Scotia, elght
gas powered fishing boats were outfit ted with simple automobile fuel meters and the
results monitored over a montb. It was found that on the baats outfitted with fuel
meters, daily fuel consumption dropped by an average of 18%.

Similary work was performed In Newfoundland where fishermen were provided with a
calibrated chart for thelr boat showlng fuel usage versus rpm. Again, for the short
period of observation, fuel consumption was reduced In the order of 15 to 18% for
most boats. It Is intended to follow up wlth more observations to determine whether
the fishermen will continue these new practices over the langer term.

Because fue! meters for diese! engines are expensive and have varylng rellability, the
Halifax Flsheries Deve!opment Branch office supported the' development of an
inexpensive device whieh measured fue! consumption from the fue! rack instead of
monltoring fue! supp!y and return nows. Tbe device attaches to the fuel rack and Is
calibrated from the engine's manufacturer's data. Tbe deviee was constructed for a
National Sea Products Ud offshore trawler and proved successfu!. Refinements whieh
would obviate some of the mechanicallinkages are still belng studied.
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Tbe Technlcal University ol Nova Scotia Is investigating the leaslbility of monltoring
diesel englne fuel consumption from the e"haust temperatures with the aim ol
developlng a reliable practical unlt for application to fishing vessels.

Computer Simulation of lnshore Ves.els

Tbe majority of small vessels buHt in North America receive litUe or no prolessional
Input into the design. Trials and analysis of these vessels have shown that many are
very poorly powered in terms ol the matching of propeller and engine.

Emphasis is currently belng directed towards providing small fishing vessel owners
wlth an analysis of their vessel to determine whether cost-eflective changes could be
made either by changing the propeller, engine or both. Two separate programs are
currently being developed. Tbe University ol British Columbla, sponsored by the
lederal Department ol Fisheries and Oceans, has developed a computer model lor
fishing vessels whieh allows simulation of any operational profile. Tbe lederal
Fisheries Development Branch in Newfoundland has developed a similaI' program which
is based upon the analysis of a number ol vessels and optimizes propeller selection.

Both programs are only in the initial development stage and lack verifieation beeause
there is very IitUe teehnical data on small lishlng vessels. A project is eurrently
underway to perlorm full-seale trials on typlcal small vessels and model tests on the
same boats. Tbese trials will include modifying the propulsion system to determine
seope lor efficiency improvement.

HydroslaUe Drive

Tbe lederal Department ol Fisheries and Oceans in the Gull Region is investigaUng
the potential of hydrostatic drives for fishing vessels as an alternative to the standard
engineIdrive shaft arrangement.

DeC'\ M'achinF!'!y and Gear

Tbe lederal Fisheries Development Branch office in Halifax has sueeessfully developed
and trlaled dual-purpose IScottlsh seine or otter trawl) lully powered rope reels on a
Z9 metre commercial vessel. Changeover between gears at sea required less than ZO
mlnutes. Fully powered rope reels are in commercial production and over ZO sets have
been sold worldwlde.

Attention has been directed by the Development Branch in HaUla>< at improvlng the
performance of scallop rakes by reducing drag, improvlng rock rejection and belng less
damaging to the resouree. A prototype design has been built and gone through several
modifications. Comparison trials with standard rakes have indicated improved rock
rejection and less drag, but the cateh rate has also declined. More trials are planned
with emphasis on video recordings to pinpoint required modifications.

Several Fisheries Development offices are promoting changeover to 10ngUne gear for
reasons of improved quality and energy reduction. Improvements in longline handling
gear is fundamental to encouraging any change. Tbe [ederal Fisherles Development
Branch in Newfoundland reports mounting a longline sheave with brake on avessei to
hold monofilament longline while under-running moored gear. Tbis equipment avolds
having to hold this relatively sharp line by hand. New[oundland has also completed
work on two Nordco longline systems - one, a simple manual system for use on inshore
vessels and the other, an automated system [01' larger vessels.
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All federal Fisheries Development Branch offices are involved in work with newer
trawl doors with less drag, although most work involves introdudng established
commerdal designs to new fisheries. Tbe federal Fisheries Development Branch in
Vancouver has sponsored some preliminary wind. tunnel testing of various trawl doors
to quantify a Hft/drag ratio at various angles of attack.

Demonstration work is continuing with pair trawling and although most demonstrations
have proved to be highly successful in terms of improved catching efficiency, the
industry has been slow to adopt pair trawling due, in part, to the desire of many
fishermen to remain independent.

Work is planned on assessing the potential of knoUess netting to reduce drag of trawl
gear.

DENMARK

Danish Institute of Fisheries Technology: FTI

1 Research Proj<'cts

N~tting resistance

Tests have been made in the flume tank of the resistance of elliptical COnes of fuU
scale netting. Tbe netting sampie is 6 m long, towed [rom a frame 4 m x ~.5 m, and is
made fast to an eUiptkal hoop at the downstream end whieh is tensloned. The effects
of material type, construction, twine diameter, mesh size, eutting rate and mesh
opening have been studied and formulae derived for determining the resistance of such
a section of netting. It was found that mesh opening and cutting rate/angle of attack
were important parameters. The resistance of cones of square mesh netting were also
measured and found to be very high.

Basic ne! design principles

A program of systematic tests has been initiated in the flume tank to determine the
effect upon a traw!'s towing resistance and the opening of the meshes in different
parts of the trawl when changes are made to the distribution of strain in the net
mouth. These changes are effected by altering the shaping of the net panels, the
hanging of the netting on the frame rapes or tbe relative strain taken by tbe different
towing bridles.

Comput<'r aided net dE'sign

•

A project has been started wbieh is aimed at producing net drawings, design help,
accurate net drag predietions and matching of net she to door size and vessel towing a
power. Tbe computer programs are to be used initially by tbe Danisb trawl ..-
manufactLirers and tbe starting point has been the Gifford Technology/~arine

Laboratory CAD net package. Design techniques have been changed to Danish
commerical practice and the resutts of tbe previous projects will be input to give more·
accurate net drag predietions for tbe standard Danish trawl types.
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Nelling mat ..rial studies

Studies within this new field of research for the institute began with the measurement
of twine diameter and breaking shain of the commonly used commerc:ial products.
Comparison has been made between sampIes from spools of untreated twine and from
finished netting. In addition several tests mainly of breaking strain and elongation
have been made for commerdal net manufaeturers and the elongation/shrinkage of
nylon twines used in large mesh pelagie trawls due to the e!fects of tarring, water
absorbtion and normal towing strains have been investigated.

A further new project has been initiated where allempts will be made to study the
effect of abrasion on sheet netting. Devices used to produce the abrasion include a
washing machine, a conerete mixer and a steel drum covered with small mesh wire
netting.

Z Introduction of N..w Comm..rclal N..t n..signs

Twin trawl systems

Substantial numbers of boats trawling for N..phrops have adopted the twin trawl/3 wire
syst ..m first used suceessfully in 1984. In addition in 1985 a twin trawl system
requiring only Z towing wires was developed in the flume tank, tested at sea with
instruments to check the spread of the gear and then introduced to the commerdal
fleet with extremely good fishing results. Tbe use of double trawl systems has also
proved to be successful for flatfish (plaice and witches) and pink shrimp in the North
Sea.

Trawls for vessels of high towing power

Several new trawlers have been built within the last year which have towing power
well above that traditionally avaiJable for shrimp and sandeel fishing. The institute
has worked closely with the industry making a lot of detailed design studies and model
tests in the flume tank in order to dimension the trawls correetly.

Siamese trawls

A new design of Nephrops trawl has been developed with a net manufacturer in the
flume tank and used successfully at sea. Tbe bosom of the footrope is made much
wider than usual by in fact making two bosoms and a short centre wing which Is towed
off rubber disc legs functioning like a tiekJer chain.

Tbe Danish Maritime Institute: DMI

Address:

Hjortekaersvej 99
DK-Z800 Lyngby
Tel + 45 Z 87 93 Z5
Telex 37ZZ3 shiJab dk

Contacts: Kent Nielsen, Erik Kasper
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Intfl!'raetion between sub~e-a structures anrl fishing gear

The institute has in partnership with FTI undertaken model tests at 1:10 scale in its
large towing tank where different types of trawl were towed over a well head
structure and the resultant shock loads measured. The tests were made for a private
<:lient.

1mprovemeont of fishing vessel deosign

The institute did not carry out any major research projects within this field but has
completed some tests examining the long time durability of anti-foulant paints for ship
hulls and has also concluded a general report on the design requirements for future
Danish fishing vessels. The anti-fouling treatment was found to be still effective 2.6
months after sandblasting and application.

Tbe institute has also recently completed model tests of a new design of fishing vessel
fo. an lcelandic <:lient.

FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY

Tbe activities of the Institut fur Fangtechnik in the field of energy saving fishing
methods were continued.

Gill Nets, Trammel Nets

Due to the very poor Baltic cod 1983 yearclass onl1 a few results were obtained from
experiments with boltom set gill nets and trammel nets in the western Baltic. Small
mesh gill nets (53-55 mm bar length), successful in 1984, failed completely in 1985.

Trammel nets of 60-70 mm bar length proved to be most successful in the same area.
Good results were obtained with nets of 1.2.0 m height. Nets of 0.60 m caught much
less cod, nets of 1.80 m needed too much time for <:leaning and preparing for the next
set.

Fishing with trammel nets for sole in the German Bight was intensified. In addition to
small fishing vessels from the Baltic some vessels from the Frisian coast also took part
in this fishery in 1985. In this case low nets of 0.60 m height caught as much sole as
the standard type of 1.2.0 m but were much easier to disentangle and to <:lean.

Some attempts were made to introduce gill nets in the German Bight cod campaign in
winter 1985 but failed due to severe ice problems.

ExpE'riments with gill nets on wrecks in the German Bight in October 1985 gave some
good res'llts in catches but damage and losses of neU made this fishing method less
successf'll regarding the commercial aspect. In May 1985 some trials were performed
with gill netting for turhot in the southwestern part of the North Sea. 111e results
were encouraging and the experiments will be continued in 1986 on a semi-commercial
hase.

10
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Longlining

- Tbe development of a semi-mechanised longline system for monofilament lines was
continued. A random baiter was tested with good success.

Danish Seining

The activities In Danish selnlng were reduced to a few cruises with achartered
commercia! fishing vessel in 1985. Tbere were only poor catches and no further
el<periments will be perfor;ned in 1986.

Elp.ctrified B..am Trawling

El<periments with an electrified beam trawl, developed at the Institut rar Fangtechnik,
were conlinued in 1985 with achartered commercial vessel.

Underwat ..r-TV

A major activity in 1985 were first investigations of trawls by means of an underwater
TV-system. The system corresponds to that type developed by the ~arine Laboratory,
Aberdeen. Tbe TV-camera is mounted on a towed vehicle controlled by Magnus rotors
in vertical and borizontal direction. The system in the present configuralion with
separate towing wire, TV-cable, and power cables for lamps and rotors was used with
success on two cruises of FRV "Solea". Improvements such as towing cable, special
cable winch and additional photo camera are planned in the near future.

Trawl-s..lection

El<periments wlth the selection of trawls during the winter cod fishery in the German
Bight were continued in 1985. No influence of the duratlon of tow on the selectivity
of trawls was observed.

Trawl Dp.sign

By means of full-scale experiments the influence of cutting rates of the panels on the
drag of trawls was invesligated.

Dirrerences of up to ZQ% in warp tension could be found.

FINLAND

In 1985, the technologieal research conducted by the Finnish Game and Fisheries
Research Institute was concentrated on the possibility of increaslng the mesh size of
the leader in the Ballic herring trap net. The results obtained confirm that the leader
mesh slze can be increased from 14-15 mm to at least 60 mm (bar length) without
decreasing average catches. Large mesh leader netting made of twisted polyethylene
(PE) monofilament twine had many favourable properties compared wlth the ordlnary
small mesh nylon (PA) nettlng or large mesh nylon netting. Tbe use of stirr PE twine
eliminated the meshing of herring and other fish, whieh is a problem with sorter nylon
twine. It also caused a marked reduction in the dirt and alga! growth fastening on the
leader netting and substanlially facllitated cleaning. Tbe buoyancy of the PE twine
makes it possible to keep the leader netting stretched in the water, without
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discontinuities whieh might disturb herding erfectiveness. Tbe orange colour and
considerable thiekness of the PE twine may significantly improve the contrast of the
PE netting compared with the thinner and greyba nylon netting of the same mesh size.
On the other hand, the resistance of PE twines to sunlight is known to vary greatly
depending on the manufacturing procedures, and differences were actually apparent
between two products used in this experiment.

A preliminary test with larger meshes in the wing netting of a herring trap net proved
unsatisfactory. Most of the fish evidently escaped through the meshes of the wings.

For further development of the trap net construction, we are planning to observe the
behaviour of herring in and around the trap net.

Tbe fishing performance of a midwater trawl with 8 m half meshes in the wings and
front part of the trawl was tested in order to consider the suitability of a large mesh
trawl for the Baltic herring fishery. Fishing trials were carried out in collaboration
with the Institut fIlr Fangtechnik (11 amburg) on board the Finnish commercial stern
trawler "Ceylon" in September 1985 in the Bothnian Sea, where the herring stock is
very scattered at that time of year. Hauls were made only during daylight and
twilight. Tbe lishing efficiency of the large mesh trawl was of the same order of
magnitude as that of a comparable conventional herring trawl, whieh suggests that the
efficiency is not markedly affected by using larger meshes in the front part of the
trawl. However, the test period was too short to a1low definite conc1usions regarding
the fishing performance of large mesh trawls, and the results will have to be verified
with further tests.

FRANCE

Fish Capture

1.1 Trawls

- Trials of twin trawls at Lorient test facility and at sea
- Underwater observation of a trawl at sea (using the Sea Rover)
- Computer aided design of trawls, inc1uding hydrodynamic effects on doors and
trawls
- Study of trawls fit for Tunisia's fisheries

1.Z Gill nets

- Video movie of gill nets - (visibility of the nets according to materials and
construction)
- At sea trials of drift nets for Atlantic tuna capture forseen in July 1986

l Longlines

- Use of artificial bait and test of longline fishing in great depths in
Mediterranean
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3 Fish Traps

- Use of artifidal baits in fish traps

4 ShellCish dredges

- Development of a grading dredge for clams
- Tests of a hydrodynamic dredge for scaIIops

Fishing boot technology

- Development of an electronic scale
- Study of an automatic fish grading system

ICELAND

In cooperation between private companies and the Marine Research Institute the
behaviour of Nephrops against a bottom trawl was observed with an underwater TV
camera. Attempts will be made to use the results to increase the catchability of
conventional Nephrops trawls for the 1986 season. On the same occasion the
behaviour of different fish spedes against two designs of four seam trawls was
observed under dirterent conditions. Videotapes on the most interesting results of the
cruise are available.

Comparative selectivity experiments with different codend mesh sizes were conducted
on haddock.

Fishing experiments on crabs have· resulted in commercial fisheries in some places.
Experimental tishing on basking shark started in 1985 and will be continued in 1986.

During four weeks in August-September the MRI with the Z3 m long research vessel
DrMn has searched for demersal fish species and shrimp with many different tishing
gears in the Skjeldungen and Angmagssalik fjords (E-Greenlandl for the Greenland
authorities. Tbe catches with demersal fishing gear proved to be very poor whereas
interesting salmon catches were taken in the SkjMdungen fjord with drUting and
stationary noating gill nets.

A new design of scallop dredge improved rock rejection for less damage to the scallops
while maintaining catch rates.

Mesh breaking load tests were exceptionally numerous in 1985 especlally on hexagonal
purse seine netting which made a good appearance in the capelin fisbery.

Measurements on fuel consumption of dirterent vessel types were continued. Tbe
results bave been presented in tishery magazines and also on a video-tape. Many
Icelandic vessels have had new propellers and propulsion systems instalied, and this has
led to significant reduction of fuel consumption.

Due to interest in utilising the black quahog stock design work on a suitable veesel
construction for a possible black quahog tisherr has started.
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In 1986 the followlng Investigations are planned:

In May:

In June:
In July:

Continuation of direct observation on the behavlour of NE'phrops wilh a
TV camera.
Model tests in the flume tank In HIrtshals.
Dlrect observations on the behavlour of cod and other demersal fish
species in relation to bottom trawls.

IRELAND

Work In fishing technology and !ish behaviour during 1985-86 has been applied towards
the problems of the NE'phrops !ishery and lts whiting by-catch In the Irlsh Sea, Division
VTIa.

Separator Trawls

Work on separator trawls in use by three normally fishln"g trawlers has been reported
(HilUs, 1985). Since then, work has continued, the sklpper of the trawler "Golden
Harvest" recordlng landings subject to checks from time to time. So far, he records
mean percentages of 99% NE'phrops In the lowcr codend and 94% whlting in the upper,
albelt wlth very small whlting catches. Discusslons have been held wilh the sklpper of
the "Brlan Og" to arrlve at a type of codend w!th separator panel ",hieh he would be
willing to use for normal commercial fishing. Steps are currently under way to
construct a single eodend with separator panel of width equal to the diameter of the
codend assuming c1rcular cross-section and equal lateral strain on all meshes.

Parallel Hau} Mesh Exp"rlmE'nt

A parallel haul mesh experiment was carrled out in Deeember to assess the dlfference
between catches with trawls of equivalent size and 60 mm V 70 mm meshes. Catch,
landing and diseard weight of Nephrops and landings of other spedes were noted and
those of the 70 mm trawl, as a percentage of the 60 mm trawl were as follows:

1t Is planned to repeat the experiment in summer, when Nephrops are more numerous,
and probably in autumn when recently recruited whlting are present in strength.
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NETHERLANDS-

Electric Sea Fishing

A workshop has been held on 2,5 January at Rivo, IJmuiden with representatives of
Belgium, West Germany, United Kingdom and Tbe Nelherlands. Technical details were
exchanged.· It was feit that each participating country shouId try to develop and
commercialise ils own system and exchange information on a regular basis. Tbis
suggestion has been supported by a formalICES recommendation, made by the Fishing
Technology and Fish Behaviour Working Group meeting in Tromso, Norway, May 1985.
Areport of the meeting is given in ICES CM 1985/B:37.

Tbree experimental cruises were conducted by FRV '!sis' during 1985 on
electrofishing. Tests done in May/June showed a percentage increase of total sole
catches of +117% at 700 V and 2,0 Hz in comparison with the conventional gear. A
slight tendency of catches per square metre to decrease with speed was found for the
72, hauls included, but there was a great scatter in the resuIts. During this period no
significant problems were encountered with the electrode endurance as reported in
1984 with similar voltages. A steel wire braid on the copper electrode improves its
lifespan considerably.

A five week trip in November/December was committed to a comparison of two
different systems on one boat, namely the systems developed by RIVO and by the
Institut far Fangtechnik (IFF) of lIamburg, West Germany. With all testing,
installation and tuvel time included, two weeks of comparative fishing remained. Tbe
results were rather discouraging for the Dutch system concerning reliability of the
system. Many components were troublesome such as the winch, feeding cable and
connecting cables between the beam and the electrodes, while IFF's system performed
weil in this respect. Tbe Dutch pulser itself did not malfunction however. Tbe catch
results were not Cirmly conclusive, due to the poor fishery, a small number of hauls,
size and rigging differences between both gears, but it cannot be denied that sole and
plaice catches of RIVO's system outnumbered those of IFF's system. It should be borne
in mind that the design philosophies of both systems were different. RIVO's system
has been developed to meet conventional gear catch rates at speeds over 4.5 knots,
while the approach for IFF's system was to aim at maximum energy saving and good
performance at speeds around 3.0 knots. Particularly this system was not towed at its

-<>ptimum speed and further engineering of the net itself may raise its catch potential.
On the other band it may be a necessity to use the considerably high electrical power
of RIVO's system to obtain good catch rates at higher speeds. Tbe attempts to
commercialise the system will be given strong emphasis in the research programme of
RIVO during 1986. Tbe aim is to test a newly designed system with better reliability
built by the industry on the basis of present knowledge and to evaluate its economical
potential.

Safety and Working Conditions

Generally safety problems can only adequately be handled by good contact between
research personnel and the industry. Cases that worked weH are the introduction of
easier and safer fish landing techniques, now in use by five older vessels and usage of
separate winch drums for the lazy decky instead of the main winch capstans. Tbis was
supported and promoted by the Technical Research Department.
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Preliminary studies indicate a substantial decrease of hard physical labour during fish
processing and storing on board by using fish containers instead of ice boxes. A
necessary condition will be good quality of the landed fish, which stresses the need for
investigation by a fish processing research station. The fish sorting machine installed
on the UK 173 has been monitored by the Technical Research Department until June
1985, when the machine was dismantled and reinstalled in a Cish processing plant on
Urk. A gain in labour was not experienced as the crew found difficulties with hooking
the fish on the conveyer system of the machine. The use of fixed weights as a
reference to overcome dynamic problems, when measuring weight on a moving boat,
worked very weil however and further research using a system based on this method
may very weil follow.

Nois.. Control

Abrief survey of noise levels on board eight different Dutch beam trawlers has been
conducted. Measurements were done in the mess-room, pantry, huts and on the bridge
as weil as in the machinery room during steaming and Cishing operations. The results
were also compared to measurements done by other national and foreign institutes On
beam trawlers and stern trawlers and related to reco:nmendations drarted by the
"International Maritime Organisation" and the Dutch Shipping Inspection, which apply
to new sea trade vessels. As can be expected with relatively small and high powered
boats, the noise levels exceed these standards in a lot of cases, except for the
machinery rooms, when steaming and to a lesser degree while fishing. Pair trawling
showed slightly lower noise levels than beam trawling.

RE'duction of Fu..1 Costs

The research project on heavy fuels has reached its final phase during 1985. Looking
back on the past years it can be regarded as advantageous to use heavy fuels in order
to reduce fuel costs. The outcome, however will always depend on the price
dirrerence between gasoil and heavy fuel. Difficulties were encountered in the
beginning due to lack of experience in handling the fuel and the use of relatively new
engines. The beam trawlers use a fuel with a viscosity of 180 mm '/s (eSts) and stern
trawlers burn even heavier fuels of 360 mm'/s (eSts). Generally a decrease in fuel
consumption of some 7% could be obtained. A total net cost reduction of 18% resulted
with the average price dirrerence of 1985, taking into account some additional costs
on maintenance.

Measuremeonts 01 Fuel Consumption and Power on Beam Trawleors

During October and November 1985 two weeks were dedicated to measurements of
fuel consumption, main engine and winch power, warp loads, speeds etc on the beam
trawler UK 173 with the aid 'of a new data-Iogger (FLUKE 228Q-B) and the TRACOR
MACRON condition monitoring equipment, described in the annual report of 1984.
These measurements were conducted during steaming, shooting, hauling and fishing.
Data has been recorded on magnetic tape and will be processed and analysed during
1986.

ImprovemE"nt of Towed Fishing Gear

Several projects run under this heading. Large mesh trawl GM3 of 43Z.0 meshes
circumference was tried out in comparative fishing experiments on FRV "Tridens"
during two weeks in June and July with no escape of herring through the big mesh.
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Tbe footrope needed some additional weight (l20 kilo) to keep good bottom contaet.
The size of this net requires full power of the vessel (approx 1300 kW (1800 hp), a fact
that limits further extensions in size on this boat. Towards the end of the year the
gear has been rented to a private shipowner and tried out on the stern trawler
• Ariadne" SCH 303 with encouraging results. It has not leU the company sinee and
applieations for even bigger nets of similar construetion were directed towards the
Technieal Research Department. In March 1985 co-operative research has been
carried out on FRV "Tridens" on square mesh codends and codend covers on bottom
trawls, using the Marine Laboratory remotely controlIed television equipment. Details
of these experiments were presented at the ICES working group meetings at Tromso,
Norway, in May 1985 and Are given in report CM 1985/B:34 of the Fish Capture
Committee. RIVO is now building up a system of its own on the basis of this vehic1e,
whieh will be operational during 1986. Xt can be regarded as an important tool in
fishing gear research. Major conc1usions of the trials are a favourable effect on small
fish byeatch when codends with square meshes Are used and a good net shape with a
junction rate of diamond to square mesh of 2 to I, assuming both having similar bar
lengths.

Model research has been done in SFIA flume tank, Hull, England in April 1985. Three
different nets were investigated:

A 1:25 scale large mesh pair trawl for herring with a maximum mesh size of 12.9
metres and a cireumference of 3354 meshe. of 20 cm. The headline, footrope and
sidelines were cut with simple taper rates to avoid a number of ropes of unequal
length rar ease of manufacture and repair. The model tests showed no cDrlsiderable
distortion of the net shape. A full seale net has been made later in the year and
fished successfully on commercial pair trawlers. Several others are using similar
nets now.

A 1:4 scale beam trawl net for electrofishing. The distance between the beam and
the electrodes has been varied to appraise the effect on bottom contact and the
effect of the hanging of meshes in the sides upon the net shape has also been
determined.

Finally a 1:40 scale model of a 5000 meshes midwater trawl, supplied by a net
manufacturer, was studied to investigate its shape and performance.

Design of Fishing Vessels

The purchase of an Apple ne miero-computer with an existing software package for
ship design calculations proved helpful in advising the industry. Problems concerning
stability and adding midship seetions can be handled quicker and with better accuracy.
Close contacts with the industry revealed common areas of interest, among whieh are:

optimization studies on stern and small trawlers, emphasising fish processing and
storage on board
measurement of energy Oows on commercial boats, eventually leading to energy
saving concepts.

Future research programmes will be focussed on these topies.
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NORWAY

Fish B..haviour and R..action

Studies of reactions to light by saithe in a large net cage indicated c1ear colour
preferences and greater attraction by subsurface than by surface lights.

The reaction of herring towards vessel and net has been studied in the coastal purse
seine winter !ishery and during summer in the North Sea. Tbe winter herring is clearly
more affected by vessel generated stimuli than the North Sea herring during summer.

Experiments have been started aimed at reducing construction costs, storage space
and hydrodynamic resistance in purse seines by making parts of the seine of large
meshed webbing. Initial trials with small herring were positive.

Further detailed studies have been carried out of !ish distribution and behaviour in
relation to gill net !ishing in a local fjord. These studies also contribute to the input
data required for the previously teported numerical model which simulates the
interacting factors and processes in gill net !ishing. Tbis ptoject will be completed
and fully r ..ported in 1986.

Analysis of detailed statistics of the Lofoten spawning cod fishery confirms that the
catching efficiency of the passive gears (gill nets, longlines) is a n..gative function of
fishing eHort (or gear density) and of fish density. Tbese effech have a significant
impact on the economy of fishing and cannot be neglected in fisheries management
and regulations.

Sel..ctive Fishing

Tbe 1985 programme has included studies of seleetivity, gear techno!ogy and fish
behaviour in relation to trawl !ishing for shrimp and round fish. Another feature has
been the study of differential escapes from the trawl which has been a worrying factor
in quantitative sampling for resource assessment.

Good progress has been made, particularly due to the use of new instruments and
e'luipment for gear measurements, monitoring and direet observation by a remote
controlled underwater TV system, "the Oeean Rover".

Experiments with a shrimp sorting system, ineorporating small meshed funne!s inside a
very large meshed netting cylinder inserted in front of the codend, have given a 60
70% release of eod and haddoek above ZO cm and teduced catehes of undersized
shrimp.

Direct TV observation of a bottom trawl suggested that simply by lengthening the
chains between bobbin groundrope and fishing line more cod could be released without
much affecting haddock release, important for instanee if the cod quota has been
reaehed and the haddock quota not. The observations also showed that in the type of
bottom trawl mostly used by Norwegian trawlers heavy escapement of cod occurs
under the lower wings.

Initial experiments with trawl codends made of square meshes, monitored with the use
oC underwater TV, have confirmed the good selective properties of such codends.
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Studies of quantitative sampling technique are being c:onducted in cooperation with the
Institute of \tarine Researc:h. It is evident that many small c:od esc:ape below the
tishing line of a trawl rigged with bobbins in the normal way. The sweep length of the
sampling gear is also affec:ting the length frequency distributions of c:od and haddoc:k.

Improvements of Fishing Gear and Metho<ls

Longlining work has been aimed at developing alternative bait types and has been
c:oncentrated on produdng a bait partly based on fish offal. Control of the stimuli
leaching or dissipation rate has been a problem, and a method for testing this c:ritical
fac:tor has been developed. Fishing trials in the fall of 1985 gave very promising
results, especlally with regard to longline Cishing for haddoc:k.

Trials with new types of lines have given marked inc:reases in the c:atc:h rate for
boltom set longlines (40-70%). A new type of hook and swivel mounted gangions of
monotilament are the most important reasons for this inc:rease. This new type of
longline is now being c:ommercially applied with good results.

Further experiments with gangion floats in the bank line fishery gave no signific:ant
inc:rease in c:atching efCiclenc:y.

A simple line mec:hanization system for small vessels has been developed and tested
with good results. The system c:onsists of a new type of random baiter, short
magazines and tubs. During the hauling, the lines are c:oiled in tubs and the hooks are
stored on short magazines, either at sea or ashore. Pilot trials of three to five
systems will be carried out on commerclal vessels tn 1986.

On purse seining a system for hauling and stacking the net and leadline on larger baats
has been developed and tested. The system consists of a Japanese ·Ball-Roller·
mounted on a small manouverable crane and it has greatly redueed the manpower
requirement and the work hauling the heavy leadline.

Trials aimed at reducing the net tearing in purse seine and trawl have also been
conducted.

Vessel Teehnology - Marine Engil'leeril'lg

During 1985 considerable eHorts have been made developing new generation trawlers,
both far wet fish and freezing at sea. Direet gutting with bleeding in ice water has
been a centrallabour saving feature in these vessel designs.

Work has been carried out to c:Iarify the detrimental effects of Cisheries regulations on
fishing vessel design and efCicienc:y.

A handbook for fishermen on vessel design and procurement has been completed.

Work has eontinued on fishing vessel safety and working conditions, the wark has
included:-

- c:Iarification of the causes of accldents
- development of measures for reducing accidents
- practical tests of various measures
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An investigation into the safety standard of the Cishing fleet is being conducted. A
samp!e of 600 vessels has been drawn, and the field inspection work is almost
completed.

In the field of energy saving, the information campaign has continued in ! 985, with
local courses, distribut ion of leaflets and video-tapes.

Tbe monitoring of the performance of a heavy fuel system on a large trawler
continues, and will be reported in 1986.

Further model tests have been carried out to develop huH forms with less resistance in
a seaway. Full scale tests to confirm the results have complemented the model tests.

A fuel consumption simulator is being deve!oped, the software will be implemented on
standard personal computers.

SWEDEN
Fish B..haviour and R..action

Behaviour studies of both salt water and freshwater spedes have been carried out
using telemetrie methods and underwater observations. Work on fish reaction toward
stationary gears such as gill nets and pond nets has continued. Construction of a new
telemetrie system has been started.

Sel..ctive Fishing

An investigation has been carried out on selection and meshing of Ba!tic cod in
codends with 95 mm and 110 mm mesh size respectivelY. Tbe work has been carried
out on board commercial trawlers.

Improvem..nts of Fishing G..ar and M.. thods

Tbere are ongoing projects to improve pelagic trawls far both pair and single trawlers.
Tbe trawls are designed for catching herring, sprat and cod.

Comparative Cishing with different types of N..phrops traps has been concluded. The
main objectives were to optimise the catch per trap. Preliminary results indieated
significant differences between traps. Minor alteration of the rigging and entrances as
weU as lower centre of gravity appear to have made the differences non-signiCicant.
A commercial fishery has started.

Fishing Vessels and Equipment

Several projects with the main objectives to give better working conditions on board
Cishing vessels have been started. Work on reducing fuel consumption continues.
Experiments with noise reduellon on a new trawler show promise.

Acoustics

Routine surveys are carried out in Skagerrak/Katlegat and in the Baltic area.
Measurements of target strength of clupeoides and cod in situ with split beam sounders
have commeneed. ---
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UNITED KING DOM - ENGLAND (SFIA)

Static GE'ar

The objectives of the work undertaken over the last three years have been steadily
refined. Tbe observations that we made two years ago suggested that there were
species specific behavioural responses which resulted in characteristic vertical
distribution patterns for each species. Tbe work over the last IZ months has tried to
validate this hypothesis. One method that has been used has been to see if any change
in the distribution patterns or catch rates is induced by some variation in the rigging
arrangements of the nets. For this purpose three experimE'ntal designs were used:-

• Z
3

Modified headline - high visibility netting to act as a barrier to nsh moving over
the headline.
Tied down nets - nets tied down to 65% of stretched height.
Dummy footrope.

Tbe analysis though not yet finalised has shown real and significant differences
between the distribution patterns of nsh in the various net types.

Tbe variables which were considered inc1uded the significance on catch rates of the
position of a net in a fleet, the position of the fleet, the fishing time and any damage
sustained.

Tbe first analyses have derived an average figure for the position of fish in each net
type in relation to the mid point. In the modifiE'd and false footrope nets this position
was above the mid point and in a11 other net .types the average position was below.

Tbe modified headline nets in some circumstances caught more than any other type of
net but more examination of the variables is required in order to be more confident.

Drift nets

In addition to the work on gi11 nets an attempt is being made to revive the pilchard
drift net fishery in the south west of England. Tbe initial problem is to identify
suitable modern synthetic materials that will adequately replace the traditional cotton
nets that are now difficult to obtain and to maintain. For this purpose three different
types of materials have been selected and made up in the traditional manner. It was
hoped to have carried out trials during the early part of this year but the continuous
bad weather at the appropriate time has meant that the fishing trials have had to be
postponed until the autumn.

Trawl GE'ar

SE'parator trawl

Further trials of the selector panel trawl have been carried out this year. Tbis is a
continuation of work that started some three years ago. Tbe work has continued to
concentrate on the Nephrop fisheries, where trials have shown that it is possible to
achieve 90% separation between the Nephrops and earlier finfish by-catches. The
optimum position of panels can now be identified for a number of the various trawls,
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the handling operation of the modiCied nets are in no way more difficult than with the
normal trawl and deck sorting operations Can be signiCica.'1tly eased because of the
separation of high and low value segments of the catch. This work will be continuing
this year.

Twin trawls

There have been som;' preliminary trials to investigate the engineering parameters
governing the use of the twin trawl rig and to determine the effectiveness of this gear.

This work is continuing this year with the cooperation of DAFS Marine Laboratory in
Aberdeen.

Electric fishing

There have been no further sea trials of the equipment during the last year. The
system has however been refurbished so that sea trials will be taking place during this
summer.

Trawl donr developmpnt

Due to the lack of reliable information on the performance and efficiency of trawl
doors - and the prediction of door performance from model tests - a joint SFIA/DAFS
project was set up to obtain basic information on door performance and the facton
affecting it. The work carried out last year consisted of the first stage in flume tank
testing of 1:4 scale model vee and flat doors.

UNITED KINGDOM - SCOTLAND

Progress has continued on the development of a computer model of a pelagic trawl.
Convergence times for the calculation have been reduced. The results have conCirmed
that the degree of stretching of the netting on the frame ropes has an important
effect on net shape. Work has begun on studying water flow in codends. In a flume
tank the paths of small partieies were tracked through the meshes by viewing a laser
illuminated slice with a TV camera. The video signals are recorded and replayed
frame by frame whieh allows the tracks and velocities of individual partieies to be
determined.

The performance of the lCES Young Fish Sampling (GOY) trawl was measured on FRV
"Scotla". Data were collected on the performance of the gear using Polyvalent doors,
the two permitted sweep lengths and the three permitted types of groundgear.
Underwater TV observations were made using the Remote Controlled Towed Vehicle.
It was seen that at 4 knots the lightest groundgear was lifting off the bottom. The net
was not distorted like some of the flume tank models of the GOV trawl.

Performance measurements were made on two sizes of demersal pair trawl, for vessels
of ZOO hp and 600 hp. With the existing data on a net for 350 hp vessels a useful range
of performance measurements has now been obtained. Complete analysis of this data
will take some time, however computer programmes have been developed to prediet
wire shape. Divers inspected the smallest size of gear in shallow water and observed
the sweeps to be digging in deeply near the net and to leave the bottom not far ahead
of the net. Ground friction may be a significant component of gear drag.
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A new series of measurements on otler board performance has been started using the
improved instrumentation which is now available. Tbe aim is to produce systematic
series of measurements on common types of door. Initial work has demonstrated that
the performance of Vee boards is more sensitive to small changes in the rigging than
was previously thought. Some work on model doors has been carried out in
collaboration with the SFIA. Groundgear drag is also being investigated in order to
quantify botlom frktion forces in demersal trawls.

Further measurements have been made on the heights of gill nets in a tideway, using
manometers. Botlom current speed was also measured and height was found to vary
significantly with speed. In strong tides the nets spent little time at full height.

Aseries of comparative fishing experiments investigated aspects of codend mesh
selection. Further work using small mesh covers, on the selectivity of square mesh
codends, included experiments on N..phrops. Tbe influence of codend dimensions on
mesh selection was studied. Jt was found that, for a given mesh size, increasing the
length of the extension piece, between net and codend, reduced the 50% length.
Reducing the width of the codend increased the 50% leDgth. Tbese effects were
thought to be due to changes in the degree of mesh opening in the codends.

Direct observation techniques continue to be used to investigate the behaviour of fish
within trawls, the damage to escaping fish and the possibility of separating specles in
the trawl. A final cruise completed aseries of investigations of the light levels on
fishing grounds and the reaction distances of [jsh in different conditions of water
visibility. Tbe Aultbea facility for the capture, handling and experimenting with
mackerel has been used to study various aspects of their reaction ability including
swimming performance, schooling behaviour and errect of light levels on behaviour.

A number of alternative experimental procedures for determining the errectiveness of
manufactured baits are being compared. Tbe nature and concentrations of stimuli
necessary for bait acceptance are being studied in the aquarium using these
techniques.

UNITED STATES

Fishing technology and fish behaviour studies are carried out by a variety of US
institutions including colleges, universities, state govemments, private organisations,
and the federal government through the National Marine Fisheries Service. Tbese
studies are conducted on all types of gear on the Atlantic and Pacific coasts and on
various species of fish from the Arctic to tropical waters in the Gulf of ~exico.

Several gear studies have used a Canadian remotely-operated vehicle for trawl
observations. Tbe vehicle is capable of operating at speeds to six knots and to depths
of 100 fathoms. Tbe system is equipped with pan and tilt, low-ligbt-level television
and film camera systems, and has a positioning accuracy of about 10 cm. Initial trials
with the system have shown it to have considerable promise for aiding in identifying
acoustic targets and for observations of nsh and gear interactions. Tbe vehicle, known
as "Manta" has been used in the Gul[ of Mexico in performance tests of a semi-pelagic
squid and butlerfish trawl. Tbis four-seam 156 lt 80 cm trawl has been developed for
use with botlom doors. Rigged conventionally, it will provide vessels of 300-400 hp a
means of effectively harvesting squid and butlerns!>. to beights of 5 fathoms. Fitled
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with a kite and extended droplines, the entire net can be fished well off bottom while
the sweep remains on the seabed. Predictable helghts can be achleved wlthout the use
of a netsounder. For use with this net, a simple klte design has been developed. Tbe
I<lte design Is easily rlgged, can be wrapped on the net reet, and Is trouble-free durlng
setting and In use. Tbese I<ites are becoming popular for aChleving additional headrope
height or, by removing an appropriate number of floats, for establishing a constant
fishing height and trawl geometry regardless of speed through the water.

A split-beam acoustic system Is being developed to measure distances and azimuths
from avessei to fishing gear. The object 15 to be able to plot the size and shalle of a
trawl or other gear. Tbis system could then replace those that require transducers
mounted on the net.

Sablefish, Anoplopoma fimbria, catch comparisons have been conducted in Alasl<an
waters. Tbe comparison was between fish pots and longline gear, with catch rates
belng similar, but median size being a few centimetres greater for the longline gear•
Another comparison Is concemed with lnshore bottorn sampling trawls. The study will
observe and measure the performance of a variety of trawls and rigging conditions in
order to compare the trawls and the fish sampled by them. Two projects concerning
the by-catch of yellowfin sole trawls In the Bering Sea are being carried out this
spring. Both will be using a "Manta" to observe the bottom trawls; one 15 to observe
the InteractIon of halibut with the trawl and the other will look at the Impact of the
gear on king and tanner crabs. Gear and rigging modificatlons to reduce the trawl's
effects will be tested.

Anchored Fish Aggregatlng Devices (FAD's) are the most slgnificant new technology in
JIawaiiall fisherles for tuna and other pelagic species. Tbe impact of FAD's on tuna
behaviour alld exploitation is being studied by tracking the movements of tunas
outfitted wlth pressure-sensitive ultrasonIe transmitters. Horizontal and vertlcal
components of movement are plotted as a function of time and mapped against FAD
location, bathymetry, temperature distribution, and other features of the tuna's
environment. Results to date suggest that yellowfin tuna learn the locatlon of FAD's
and Incorporate FAD's in their daily movement patterns, venturing away from FAD's
at night and returning to them during daylight.

Tbe Trawl Efflciency Devlce (TED) continues to receive much of the gear research and
development attention in the southeast. Tbe TED was developed to eliminate sea
turtle captures in shrimp trawls. A major technology transfer eHort was undertaken
to encourage shrimp fishermen to voluntarily adopt the TED. Voluntary adoption was
believed possible because of the fishing benefit. shown far the TED, such as reduced
bottom trash and finfish In the catch. Several hundl'ed TED's are now in use in the
shrimp fishery and at least two modified versions of the devlce have been developed,
which also are gaining acceptance.

In the northeast, a varlety of projects have been carried out to assess the effects of
drags on the bottom and the resource, particularly In the mussei fishery. This work is
continulng and has l'esulted in proposed gear modificatlons. Underwater video work
has been carrled out to assess impacts of scallop harvesting by botb draggers and
divers. Tbi. work will continue in order to get a visual record of drag activity.
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Several trawl model testing eHort. continue with our comparison of the performance
of one-tenth scale models of B~V oval doors and Portuguese polyvalent doors; fuH

- scale weigbt 460 kg and 470 kg, respectively. Results show the polyvalent doors
spread slightly more, whieh is verified by full scale lests. In addition, cooperative
trawl model sludies continue at the David Taylor Naval Ship R&D Centre. Tbis
Industry-sponsored research Is designed to Isolate the eHects of a variety of net design
variations through the model testing of a systematic famHy of nets. Results of the
1984 research have now been published. Also at the Davld Taylor Centre a programme
of training COUrses Is being oHered using the circulating water channel. Three types
of Courses are oUered, lnshore trawls, oHshore trawls, and advanced trawls (pelagie
and seml-pelagic). Course duration has ranged from two to !ive days. Models are
rlgged with brldles only, allowing sixth-scale conslruction of most designs. Special
techniques have been developed demonstrating the eHect of codend loading, panel
blockage, and uneven warp length. Dye injection is used to visualise [Jow patterns and
simulate mud c10uds when trawl doors are included.

Gear slectlvity studies are of great interest throughout lbe US for a wide variety of
species. A mesh-size selection study for codends of Aberdeen type high-rise rockfish
trawls was conducted along the west coast. A trawl fishery in this area targets a mix
of up to 8 to 10 rockfish (Sebastes) species that are managed by harvest quotas and
trip limits. Codends made of 3", 5", and 6" mesh webblng and 3" square mesh webbing
were evaluated. Preliminary findings show that each species has a diHerent selection
cune and, because the coasta! distribution and species abundance is quite variable,
selection of an optimum mesh size that would reduce the constraints of species-trip
limits regulations is unlikely. Additional square mesh codend evaluations are being
conducted Or are planned for cod !ish and flounders in the northeast. Small mesh
trawls used in the whitlng !ishery are a problem and the size selectivity of the webbing
in the codend and body of these trawls has been investlgated. In Maine, the design and
testlng of a northem shrimp separator trawl whieh eliminates the catch of juvenile
flounder has recently been completed. Results show 95% of the juveniles are
separated from the shrimp calch.

Tbe size selection of the steel rings in the New Bedford scallop drag which Is
commonly used in the northeast Is again being addressed as a result of faHing catches
and increased regulatory pressure on the fishermen. Scallop gear modificatlons will be
tested on commercial fishing boats this summer.

Lobster pot escape vents have been used for several years in the northeast to make the
pots mOre size selective. Now, experiments are being conducted to assess the benefits
and feasibility of escape vents in lobster pots for the Jlawaiian fishery. Early trials
with rectangular vents were successful with spiny lobster, resulting in significant
decreases in the catch rate of sub-Iegal lobster and, at some banks, an Increase In the
catch rate of legal lobster. A problem arises, however, in that tbe slipper lobster in
recent years has come to comprise about 50 percent of the catch, and slipper lobster
catch rates decrease dramatlcally in traps wlth escape vents. Past research
investigated moving the vents to dlUerent areas on the trap but without notable
success. More recently, circular and square escape vents are belng examlned to
develop optimal configuralions of escape vents for bolh species.

"Ghost" Or lost !ishing gear is also of concern and In 1987 the state of Maine will
requlre biodegradable release mechanisms in lobster pots•. ln preparation for the law,
additional studies on various candidate materials have been conducted. Also, ghost gill
nets are being studied. A miniature submarine has been used to visit lost gill nets over
a span of two years. And tbis year a remotely-operated veblc1e will be used to observe
the nets and the anlmals caught Or associated wltb them.
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Exploratory fishing for underutilized spedes in the Gul! of Mexieo continues. Large
mesh boltom trawls fer harvesting coastal herrings are beginning to show promise.
Initial trials last winter and spring produced mixed results, partly because of difficulty
in interpreting acoustie returns from fish and non-fish targets, and the apparent ease
with whieh some of the fish were able to eseape capture. However, recent catch rates
have been up to 14 tons per hour. Modified gear designs and operational procedures
will be tested this year.

Two exploratory fishing cruises eonducted cooperatively with Japan in the northem
Gulr of Mexieo showed eonsiderable potential fer development of a Gulf butterfish
fishery. These fish apparently concentrate during the fall and spring months along
thermal gradients in wate.. 40 to 100 fathoms. The fish appear to be susceptable to
capture with targe-mesh, high-opening boltom trawls. Initial estimates suggest an
MSY of about 50,000 mt.

Continued work with boltom-longline fishing for deepwater grouper has shown that the
longlines are effeetive. This research has been done using a manned submersible whieh
permits direct assessment of grouper and tilefish through point and line-transect
counts. The submersible observations in conjunetion with boltom-Iongline sets were
used for estimates or catehability eoefficients, whieh were veriCied this past summer
in a submersible study off Puerto Rieo and the Virgin !slands.

Two projeets eoncerning fishing vessels Are ongoing. In one, field techniques have
been developed for obtaining a detailed understanding of the towing power of trawlers.
Pull measurements while towing alS' diameter drogue Are eombined with bollard pull
and free-running data to provide graphs of pull versus speed fer each RPM of interest.
Measurements have been taken on a variety of loeal trawlers. Data will be compared
with theoretical techniques to improve thair predietive aceuracy. The data is also
userul to fishermen and net makers in specifying proper net size. In the seeond,
bulbous bow retrofits on trawlers are being investigated. Extensive model tests have
been conducted to determine the effect of bulb diameter and length on hull resistanee.
Models of 76', 119' and 164' trawlers have each been fitted with 1Z different bulb sizes
(all cylindrieall and resistance measured over a range of speeds. The best bulb for
each hull was then evaluated in sea-keeping tests. Predieted SHP reductions of up to
2.4% at normal steaming speeds were found. Sea-keeping was also improved under
headseas. Full seale bulbs have been instalied and sea trial data will be available in
the future.

Z PRESENTATIONS OF PAPERS AND VERBAL CONTRIBUTIONS ON THE
SPECIAL SUBJECTS

Z.l Applications of EnE'rgy Saving Concepts in Dutch Fishing Cutter Design and
O!?"ration (F A Veenstra)

A review of energy saving measures capable of implementation in the flatfish beam
trawling fleet was presented. Duteh beam trawlers have dramatically increased in
horsepower and gear dimensions over the past few yea.. and the seope Cor energy
saving is considerable, particularly at the design stage in the matching of engine,
propeller and hull characteristics and the use of heavy fuel oils. A comparison of two
beamers, one built in the seventies, the other in the eighties, illustrated the fuel
saving potential. Further developments, such as decreasing gear drag by using
electrodes rather than tiekler chains, were also diseussed.
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Z.Z Tbe Use of Residual Fu..ls in the Dutch Fish..ri.. s (A Molijn)

Tbe use of residual fuels on board Dutch fishing vessels was discussed, together with
the advantages and disad..antages of such fuels and the equipment required. An
economlc evaluation based on a comparison between the use of fuels of 30 and 180
CST viscosity was also presented. Gross sa..ings of up to 29% in fuel costs were
attained.

Z.3 Economy In Design and Op..ratlon of FIshing Vessels (H R English - verball

Gear and fuel costs of various types of fishing were discussed. FIshing gear alterations
could be implemented swlfUy and could drastically reduce drag but a review of
propulsion systems on existing vessels is also required. Examples were given of pair
trawlers in towing and steamlng modes. Readily available fuel saving devlces such as
Kort nozzles could save 10-15". of fuel costs. Training fishermen in the eHident use
of fuel Sllould become more important. During the discussion on training it was
pointed out that an FAO manual explaining the matching of engine and gearbox to
vessels is in preparation.

2.4 Methods to Reduce the Fuel Consumption of Fishing Vess..ls (S M Calisal and
R H Mcnwaine)

A computer program based on a fishing operation profile was described which
incorporates actual fuel consumption estimates of major engines popular in Canada.
Hull resistance Is estimated by a variety of algorithms and a suitable algorithm for a
given hull Is selected by the user. Possible fue! savings by speed reduction, nozzle
installation or controllable propeller applications are presented in the output. An
optimisation procedure minlmislng actual operational costs establishes the most
efficient vessel for a given operational profile by identifying si" parameters of the
vessel.

2.5 Dir..ct Observation Experiments wlth thp. 28.9/37.1 m JCB Trawl
verbal)

(J Main -

A video film was shown to ilIustrate fish behaviour observations made on the JCB
trawl, a small version of the GOV trawl used on young fish surveys. A paper on this
subject (lCES CM 1985/B:9) was presented to the working group last year.

2.6 Tbe Effe<:! of Diffe...,nt Brldle/Sweep Lengths on Length Composltion of BoUorn
Trawl Catches (A Engas)

Norwegian boUom trawl comparative flshing trials in the Barents Sea and Svalbard
areas were carried out wlth three different brldle/sweep lengths, 40, 80 and lZO m.
Tbe results demonstrated abridie length dependent herding eHect. Short bridles
resulted in higher catches of small fish while for blg fish the reverse was the case. A
difference between day and nigbt fishing was also indicated.

2.7 Gear 1rials on thp. TeES Youn Trawl

Following a recommendation of the 1984 worklng group meeting at Nantes engineering
performance measurements were made on Chalut GOV 36/47. Polyvalent otterboards,
two different sweep lengths and three different groundgears were used. A preliminary
analysis of the data was presented together with underwater video film of the gear in
action.
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2.8 A Note on Select;vity EKp..riments with Square ~esh Codends in Bottom Trawls
(B lsaksen)

EKperiments to compare the seleclivity between square mesh- and diamond mesh
codends were described. Both the covered codend method and a variant of the
alternate haul method, the "trouser-trawl", were used. Tbe results, particularly the
similarity of length distributions between .codends and the small dilferences in
selection factors and ranges, were somewhat different to previous studies, and
provoked a discussion on the merits of the techniques used. Tbe meshing of redfish in
the square mesh codend was thought to have caused a dramatic drop in selective
properties. A video film was also shown to demonstrate codend arrangements.

2.9 Factors Arrecting Codend Sel..ctivity (R S T Ferro - verbal)

Various factors, such as mesh size, catch, towing speed, visibility, net design, all
influence codend seleclivity. Results of experiments with (a) leng and short and (b)
narrow and wide diamond mesh codends indicated that the longer, wider codends
retained a higher proportion of haddock, yet legislation speciCies only a minimum mesh
size. Techniques on how to measure selectivity were discussed and the point was made
that environmental and other faetors such as light levels, towing speed, materials used
may influenee results and should also be measured.

2.10 F;sh;ng EHici'>ncy Comparison Betwe..n DiH..rent Pelag;c Trawls (L Fiorentini,
E Pasehini and G Cosimi)

The efficieney of three nets, a small mesh (200 mm), large mesh (800 mm) and rope
trawl was investigated using electro-acoustic teehniques. Stalistieal analysis of echo
sounder and netsonde da ta did not show any appreciable differenee between the nets
tested. Further investigalion will be required to estabHsh the source of varianee for
eeho-sounder data.

2.11 Fishing EKp.. riments with Square Mesh Cod..nds in Norw..gian Shrimp Trawls
(L Karlsen)

Comparalive Cishing trials were carried out to examine the size seleetion of deep
water shrimps in square mesh codends eompared to diamond mesh codends of the same
mesh size. The results clearly indieated that square mesh codends reduce cateh rates
of undersized shrimps and fish but many legal sized shrimps also escaped. During the
discussion whieh followed it was thought Iikely that areduction in miminum mesh size
would be required if square mesh codends were to gain aeceptance by !ishermen.

2.12 Further EKp..rim..nts with Sorting Panels in Shrimp Trawls (R B Larsen)

Studies of shrimp trawl geometry, using 1:3 and 1:10 scale models with sorting panels,
were earried out in Hirtshals flume tank. Underwater television was used to study full
seale V-sorting panels at sea, together with associated fish behaviour. Results !rom
Cishing experiments with four different sorting panels were presented. Tbe most
effective sorting ie release of fish was {ound when using a 60 mm V-sorting panel,
while the 60 mm and 80 mm llH-sorting panels gave the lowest loss of shrimps. Funnel
sorting systems were also discussed.
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Z.13 Errectiveness of the RMT8 System ror Sampling Krill Swarms 1I Everson and
D G Bane)

Tbe work of the British Antartic Survey with regard to stock assessment of krill was
b.iefly described. Tbe 8 m Rectangular Midwater Trawl is used and a study of the
effectiveness of this gear as a sampling tool was carried out by observing the
behaviour of swarms in the vidnity of the net using echo-sounders. Large scale
avoidance was observed by day but not at night. 5y day krill layers dispersed to such
an extent that few krill were present less than 10 m below the net. Limited avoidance
by night indicated that the krill were acting on visual dues of the net's presence.

Z.14 Escap~m..nt of Fish und". the Norw"gian Bottom Sampling Trawl (A Engas and
o RGodo)

Previous experiments with a two level trawl had shown small cod and haddock enter
the lower part of the trawl mouth, so netting bags to collect escaping fish were filted
to the standard sampling trawl between Cishing line and footrope. Tbe results
indicated that the escape of cod and haddock under the fishing line showed
considerable length dependence. No difference in catch was found bet.,een bags used
on wings and bosom.

3 PRESF.NTATIONS OF PAPERS AND VERBAL CONTRIBUTIONS ON GENERAL
TOPICS

3.1 Computer Aided Trawl Design for a Range of Types of D..mersal Trawls from 2.0
600 hp (e Radcliffe)

A suite of computer programs to perform net design calculations was demonstrated.
Parameters such as vessel borsepower, footrope length and Cishing drc!e for over ZOO
trawls were collected and relationships between parameters for six net types
established. Tbese relationships form the basis of the design system and the operator
can specify variables such as mesh size, cutting rates, number and length of panels.
Output data is presented either in tabular form or as a net drawing.

3.2. A Laboratory Study on the Effect of Bottom Sedim..nts on Mesh Size
(R Fonteyne)

Six netting sampies of different materials (polyamide, polyester and polyethylene) and
construction (twisted, braided, single and double twine) were submitted to the
inUuence of bottom sediments such as sand and mud under laboratory conditions. Tbe
variation of mesh sizes w!th time at three hourly intervals was presented together
with final mesh sizes after 60 hours of testing. Tbe results indicated that significant
shrinkage of netting can occur due to the influence of boltom sediments and
mechanisms involved in the shrinkage process were discussed.

3.3 Measurements of tne Headline Heights of Gill N..ts in Tidal Flows
{P A M Steward

Tbe use of seIr-recording manometers to measure giU net height in the sea was
described. Records of height variation over tidal cycles were presented and correlated
with water current measurements. Tbese results demonstrated that nets can be
significanUy reduced in height and during spring tides reach full beight ror on1y short
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periods. Means of improving performance were discussed eg less bulky nets would
have lower drag and be less easily flattened by water pressure.

3.4 Danish Net Design Techniques (0 A Wileman and S R Yngvesson)

Different design concepts which have led to increased profitability for Danish
lishermen were discussed. Examples of pelagic, semi-pelagic, demersal and multi
trawl developments were presented together with results of research carried out on
scale models in the Hirtshals Flume Tank. Several rigging techniques were
demonstrated, including deliberate distortion of the trawl netting to obtain maximum
opening.

3.5 Fi~heri..s Technology in Newfoundland (C Campbe11 - verbal)

Tbe work of the Marine Institute, St Johns was described together with plans for
expansion into new fjelds. These plans include aquaculture as weH as marine fisheries
and a new flume tank will be completed by March 1987. A symposium on fisheries will
be held at the offidal opening of the flume tank in September/October 1987 and
contributions were invited.

3.6 Fish Behaviour Studies RE'latE'd to Fish Capture (J Main and GISangster)

Tbis paper, together with video tape examples, was presented as a synopsis of recent
fish behaviour work carried out at the Marine Laboratory, AbE'rdeE'n. Separator
trawls, behaviour of Nephrops to groundgears and of fish in the path of the trawl were
a11 discussed, together with studies on damage to fish escaping from codends.
However it was pointed out in discussion that the results on damaged fish must be
treated with caution because of the stress induced by captivity.

3.7 NE'phrops - Gadoid Separator Trawl Design; - Where NE'xt? (J P Billis)

Tbe problems of the mixed Nephrops/whiting fishery in the Irish Sea were discussed
with regard to codend mesh size. Tbe optimum design and construction of separator
trawls which had already shown good separation between these spedes was debated
and the views of tbe working group sought. Different mesh sizes in upper and lower
codends was suggested as a legislative measure to facilitate the escape of immature
gadoids while retaining saleable NE'phrops.

4 RECOMMENDATIONS

Tbe working group accE'pted an invitation from Dr KLange to meet in
Jlamburg and discussed various topics far consideration as special subjects.
Consequently the working group recommends that the next meeting should be
held in lIamburg, from 11-13 May 1987 and that it should consider, in
particular:-

(a) size and spedes selectivity of fishing gear and its implications for fish
stock assessment and fishery management.

(1)) engineering aspects of safety and working conditions on tishing vessels.
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•• z The working group recommends that member countries engaged in Nephrops
fisheries, where there is a significant bycatch of demersal fish. actively
consider the mandatory introduction of separator trawls with different
minimum mesh sizes ror finfish and Nephrops in the top and bot tom parts
respectively.
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